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Overview 

Grit is passion plus perseverance. Many times, we get 
distracted by believing that those who succeed simply had 
natural talent. Instead, they had unique gritty personality 
traits which allowed them to push further than those who 
merely remain mediocre. This book discusses how grit is 
applied and how each person can grow their own grittiness. 

PART 1. WHAT GRIT IS & WHY IT MATTERS 

Chapter 1. Showing Up 

At West Point, of the 14,000 candidates only 1,200 are 
admitted. Those 1,200 are typically varsity athletes and 
well-prepared for the rigors. However, during their 2-
month Beast Barracks a brutal am-10pm schedule, 
many drop out. Psychologists have attempted to study 
what traits distinguish those who succeed from those 
who drop out, but have fallen short. Traits such as 
emotional stability, introversion, or extraversion were 
insufficient to predict who would drop out. Even West 
Point s hole Candidate Score used for admission
did not accurately predict who would drop out. 

It was not ability, but rather an attitude of perseverance 
which mattered most. Personality traits like being 
constantly driven to improve”, and enjoying the chase as 

much as the reward were what mattered. The author 
defines grit as passion plus perseverance, and her Grit 
Scale could accurately predict who would drop out. 
This Grit Scale was later used to study success in 
salesmen, graduate degree programs, and even spelling 
bee winners. 

“The highly accomplished 
were paragons of perseverance.” 

Chapter 2. Distracted By Talent 

When the author was a teacher, she noticed that 
children who were skilled at seeing the underlying 
patterns in math problems did not necessarily perform 

well on tests. The ones who did perform well were the 
overachievers who studied more, were engaged during 
class, and asked questions. One might expect natural 
talent to matter, and yet passion plus perseverance (i.e. 
grit) mattered more. One particularly gritty student got 
a D on a test. He was briefly upset, but quickly moved 
on to figuring out why he performed poorly, and asked 
for extra help. He is now a rocket scientist. 

People tend to be distracted by talent, but if you look 
closely, you will realize that even weak math students 
navigate and fully intuit complicated situations in life 
from relationships to basketball statistics. Work ethic 
and the number of hours spent on an endeavor matter 
much more than talent. 

Galton Darwin s cousin was discussing traits of 
success with Darwin. Darwin believed we all have 
reasonably similar intellectual potential, and what 
separates the successful from the rest is “zeal and hard
work”. Mental boundaries might exist, but nearly every 
human is so far away from their true potential that it 
hardly matters practically. 

We might say that we value hard work over talent, and 
yet our actual preferences go towards innate talent It s
akin to saying you want the nice guy but actually going 
home with the hot guy. To focus on talent is fine, but 
only if you don t ignore other factors like grit Intrinsic
gifts and natural talent may give a slight leg up, but 
more important to success is growth and learning. 

Chapter 3. Effort Counts Twice 

The media bombards us by stating how talented our 
actors, musicians, and politicians are, and hidden 
within that assertion is the assumption that natural 
talent leads to achievement. We like calling people 

geniuses , and yet that is an insult the hours they 
spent earning their mastery. Each individual action a 
successful person takes is boring and mundane, but 
when you add up a consistently application of such 
actions, you get success. We see Olympic athletes only 


